
Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing GST





Asahi     11   15 

BOTTLED BEER     
Kirin       12

Heineken 

Bucket of 5 (choice of above)       50

DRAFT BEER half pint full pint

BEER

Still Water  8 

Sparkling Water  6 

             

Iced Matcha Latte  8

Iced Lemon Tea            8

Fresh Lemonade              12

Japanese Green Tea 5 5

Earl Grey Lavender 7 -

Lemon Ginger Mint   7 -

Coke   

Coke Light 

Sprite 

Soda 

Tonic

Lime 

Apple 

Orange

Cranberry

WATER

OTHERS 

TEA

cold 

cold hot

SOFT DRINKS 6

JUICES  7 

 

NON-A LCOHOL IC  BEVERAGES



SAKE  ( PER  GLASS )

SAKE  ( 300ML )

SAKE METER VALUE

0
NEUTRAL DRYSWEET

-10 +10

Sake of the day by glass  29 
 

Sen Sake Tasting Set  39 
Savour three exceptional varieties of sake of the day.

Hanzou Karakuchi Tokubetsu Junmai (Mie)  53 
半藏 辛口 特別純米  
Mandarin and pear notes on the palate with a well integrated acidity.  

SMV +4 
 

Kimurashiki Kiseki No Osake Junmai Ginjo  
“Miracle Sake” (Okayama)  53
木村式 奇跡のお酒 純米吟酒  
Bursting with a fruity perfume of ripe yellow apples, the sweet character carries  
through to the palate, backed by notes of soft yellow pear and a hint of vanilla.  

SMV +1  

Kubota Senju Ginjo “1000 Long Lives” (Niigata)  52
久保田 千寿吟醸  
Opens with a refreshingly fruity aroma followed by a rich flavour that strikes a  
perfect balance on the palate.  

SMV +5 



SAKE  ( 300ML )

SAKE METER VALUE

0
NEUTRAL DRYSWEET

-10 +10

Takumi Yamada Nishiki Daiginjo (Kyoto)  55
匠 山田 錦 大吟醸 
The elegant fruity aroma and clean finishing makes for a pleasingly smooth flavour.  

SMV +2 

Sakura Sparkling Sake (Shiga)  48
Fresh fruity notes witht lingering aromas of sakura. 

Tatenokawa Junmai Daiginjo Seiryu (Yamagata)  68 
楯野川 純米大吟醸 清流 
A light, moderate and clear type of sake. Easy and neat on the palate with 
fresh fruits and citrusy sweet candies on the nose. Rice: Dewasansan. 

SMV -2

Hananomai Extra Dry (Shizuoka)  58 
花の舞 超辛口 純米
Light and dry on the palate with citrusy notes and subtle scents of honey.

SMV +3

Shigemasu Jumaidaiginjo (Fukuoka) 58 
繁桝 純米大吟醸50
Fruity notes with a well-balanced aroma. Slightly dry but finishes rich on the palate.

SMV +2





SAKE METER VALUE

0
NEUTRAL DRYSWEET

-10 +10

SAKE  ( 720ML )

Akabu Junmai Ginjo (Iwate)  178 bottle 

赤武 純米吟醸 
Luxury Sake filled with Umami, the aroma is lightly fruity like apples,  
the taste is very sharp and clean. With Umami and a slight sweetness  
leaving a fruity apple like flavour in the after taste.

SMV +2 

Akabu Tamashi No Oowaza Daiginjo (Iwate) 308 bottle
赤武 大吟醸 魂の大業 
Aromas of ripe tropical fruits and fresh baked goods, with a light fragrance of caramel 
and balanced acidity on the finishing note.

SMV 0

Hayo Otokoyama Mirai Junmai Ginjo (Yamagata)  158 bottle 

羽陽男山 未来 純米吟醸  
Rich, full-bodied aroma and mellow taste, with a refreshing acidity. 

SMV +4 

Hakurakusei Tokubetsu Junmai (Miyagi)  168 bottle 

伯楽星 特別純米 
Clean and crisp with a bold nose, balanced beautifully with umami and richness. 

SMV +4 

Tatenokawa Junmai Daiginjou Kyuryu (Yamagata) 218 bottle
楯野川 純米大吟醸  急流　 
With a polishing ratio of 33% to maximise the potential of the rice, this sake exudes a 
subtle yet rich aroma of ripe fruits, leaving behind a smooth and clean aftertaste. 

SMV -1

Tatenokawa Junmai Daiginjou Keiryu (Yamagata) 178 bottle
純米大吟醸 渓流爽辛 
A well-balanced ratio of flavour and fragrance, it is sharp and clean on the palate 
with refreshing citrusy notes on finishing. 

SMV +4

Tatenokawa Junmai Daiginjo 18 (Yamagata)  480 bottle 
楯野川 純米大吟醸 十八 
Made with rice that has been polished down to 18%, only the best part of sake  
is made by pressing Nakadori to give it a fragrant and clean flavour.  

SMV -2



SAKE METER VALUE

0
NEUTRAL DRYSWEET

-10 +10

SAKE  ( 720ML )

Dassai 23 Junmai Daiginjo “Otter Festival” (Yamaguchi)  298 bottle 
獺祭 23 純米大吟醸 磨き 二割 三分  
One of Japan’s top-ranking sake with a rice milling of 23%, the highest  
of all commercial sake. Gorgeous aroma of melons and peaches. 
Elegant with a long dry finish.  

SMV +4 

The Night Emperor Special Junmai (Hiroshima)  158 bottle 

夜の帝王 特別純米  
A versatile sake that goes well with meat and sashimi.  
The taste of Koji and Hattan Nishiki rice is preserved.  

SMV +8 

Niseko Junmai Ginjo (Hokkaido) 158 bottle
二世古 純米吟醸 
Mild acidity of citrus with a subtle taste of fruity aromas, 
faded away in gentle sweetness.

SMV 0

Nanbubijin Junmai Daiginjo Sake Mirai Tenkei (Iwate) 178 bottle 

南部美人純米大吟醸 酒未来 天惠 
Delicate and velvety textured sake with full of fruity aroma, rich Umami,  
with an acidity light and refreshing finish. 

SMV +1 

Echigozakura Daiginjo Yamadanishiki 38 (Niigata) 178 bottle
越後桜38 大吟醸 
This sake is released in limited quantities for 15 years since the release  
of Echigo Sakura Daiginjo. A gorgeous fragrance and soft taste.  
2018 SAKE Selection Gold Metal Award. 

SMV +3 

Kubota Senshin Junmai Daiginjo (Niigata) 298 bottle
洗心 純米大吟醸  
A product from meticulous polishing, brewing and slow aging, 
this Junmai Daiginjo is extremely light on the palate, 
with fruity aromas and pleasent sweetness. 

SMV +2



JAPANESE  G IN

Nippon Gin 
日本 ジン
Infused with the essence of Chiran Green Tea for a powerful umami, light 
astrigency and mild sweetness. The Nippon Gin boasts a fresh aroma of 
toasted Green Tea with subtle fruitiness of yuzu and berries.

Wa Gin
和 ジン
The world’s first and only craft gin, aged for 10 years using traditional 
Japanese sake brewing methods. Seven high quality botanicals such as spicy, 
wood scented fine juniper berries, lemon peel, orange peel citrus fruits and 
cinnamon create a rich, deep flavour.

Yuzu Umeshu (Nakano)
ゆず梅酒 
Steeped with refreshing, zesty Yuzu (Japanese citron) and aged in white liquor 
for a year before bottling. A pleasantly refreshing blend of sweet and sour 
flavours derived from a balance of ume, yuzu and shochu.

Karen Na Yuzu (Shikoku) 
果恋な柚子 
This is the real taste of Yuzu with a rich, mellow flavour.  
Using 7 pieces of premium Yusuf ball in a single bottle.

Iichiko Super Mugi Shochu (Oita) 
いいちこスーパー麦焼酎
A genuine shochu that fuses flavourful raw spirits and single barley raw shochu 
for an aromatic flavour. Matured in oak and sherry casks.
Ingredient: Wheat

Kuroichi Imo Shochu (Kagoshima) 
黒壱 芋 焼酎 
Deep flavor with a dominant character of Kogane Sengan sweet potato.  
This shochu has a very soft, quiet nose and delicate, smooth taste.
Ingredient: Potato

SHOCHU

YUZU FLAVOURED A LCOHOL

15 glass
85 bottle 

 
 
 
 

15 glass
85 bottle

15 glass
138 bottle 

 
 
 

 
14 glass

135 bottle

16 glass 
 
 

 

18 glass



WHISKY &  VODKA

Belvedere Vodka
Notes of vanilla and rye on the palate, the finish is crisp and clean with 
lingering white pepper spice. It has a distinctive creamy mouth feel.

Suntory Old Whisky
サントリー オールド ウイスキー
First released in 1950 when it was considered the most prestigious of all 
of Suntory’s whiskies. Medium-bodied with spicy notes, this is an excellent 
Japanese sipping whisky.

The Senjyu Shirabyoushi
千寿 白拍子
Over 3 years oak aged whisky with “100% natural mineral water from Mount 
Fuji”, used to create a Premium Blended Japanese Whisky.  
Pleasantly sweet vanilla aromas, very easy drinking with a smooth finish.

Auchentoshan 12 Years 
Tripled distilled then matured for 12 years, this single malt whisky  
boasts a distinctive aroma of crème brulee with a burst of citrus.  
Smooth and sweet muted notes of tangerine and lime, with a  
gingery finish and lingering nuttiness.

Auchentoshan 18 Years 
Tripled distilled then matured for 18 years, this refined single malt whisky 
exudes aromas of fresh tobacco leaves with subtle notes of caramel.  
Hints of floral freshness fades away into tangy zestness - refreshing and 
invigorating the palate.

18 shot

 

21 glass
238 bottle

 
 
 

18 glass
198 bottle

23 glass
258 bottle

370 bottle



WHITE  W INE

Sacred Hills, Sauvignon Blanc  18 glass 

(Marlborough, New Zealand)  88 bottle 
The wine displays complex aromas of passionfruit, white-fleshed peach,  
lemon juice, zest and gooseberry which enhances the minerality. 

Moulin de Gassac, Chardonnay 16 glass 
(Languedoc-Roussillon, France)  78 bottle
Hints of citrus and wild flowers with a hint of honey, finishes long with buttery notes.

Haart to Heart, Riesling 108 bottle 
(Mosel, Germany)
Rich and elegant nose of peaches, blackcurrant and pineapples.   
Refreshing but balanced acidity defines the palate, again with plenty of fruit.   
Easy to sip with a nice grip of minerals in the finish.

Cape Mentelle, Sauvignon Blanc Semillion 108 bottle 
(Margaret River, Australia)
Exuding flavours of sea salt, fresh citrus, white nectarine and Granny Smith apple skin.
Elegant yet textural, displaying fine acidity with a fresh finish.

Domaine Alphonse Mellot, Pouilly-Fume 148 bottle 
(Loire Valley, France) 
Intense flavour with elegant aromas of ripe pears and flintstones.
Full-bodied and fresh on the palate with lingering purity and salinity.

Samuel Billaud Chablis, les Grands Terroirs 138 bottle

(Burgundy, France)
Elegant aromas of green apple, lemond rind and oyster shell on the nose.
Medium-weight flavours that exudes aplenty salinity on the complexed yet balance finale.



RED W INE

Sacred Hill, Pinot Noir  18 glass 
(Marlborough, New Zealand) 88 bottle
Aromas of cherry and raspberry complemented by earthy undertones.
Luxuriously rich entry with a mid-palate of red berry flavour,
finishing with a velvety tannin texture.  

Moulin de Gassac, Cabernet Sauvignon 16 glass 
(Languedoc-Roussillon, France)  78 bottle
Hints of over-ripe pear with a subtle touch of roast coffee. 
Great tannic structure with stewed red berries on the palate. 

Domaine Lucien Muzard & Fils, Bourgogne Rouge 138 bottle 
(Burgundy, France) 
Nose of red and dark berries along with hints of earthy forest floor
Medium bodied with supple tannins. 

Villabella, Valpolicella Ripasso DOC Classico Superiore  128 bottle 
(Veneto, Italy)
Rich taste of red fruits with light traces of sour cherry preserve. 
Elegantly spicy tones with reminiscent of cinnamon, cloves and pepper. 

Domaine Grand Veneur by Alain Jaume, Côtes du Rhône 108 bottle

(Rhone Valley, France) 
Enticing aromas of wild raspberry, blackcurrent, blackberry and spices.  
Full-flavoured on palate with silky smooth tannins,
finishing with touches of liquorice and pepper. 

Chateau l’Escadre, Bordeaux Grande Reserve  108 bottle

(Bordeaux, France)
Textured aromas of red currant, fruitcake, violet, cocoa, spices and oak.
Full-bodied with supple tannins and a well-integrated finish. 


